You’ve heard it a million times:

If you want to make a positive change in any life category, including your financial situation, start by setting a goal.

Be specific. Set a target date for achievement.

Manage your intention. FOCUS!

Manage your attention.

Just as crucial: Manage your heart!
Facilitate the flow of vitalizing energies

- Eliminate visible chi blocks
- Eliminate invisible chi blocks / thought forms
  - Powers of Nature
  - Smudging
  - Balance with images, sounds, smells, color, other
- Eliminate eye sores or other sensory stimulants that shout “lack”
- Welcome the sun and the wind (fresh air)

Conscious & subconscious abundance stimulants

Bread – money, manna, dough, breadwinner

Flowers – flourish, flow

Candles – enlightened, inspiration, lighten your load, get yourself and your business into the spotlight

Fruit – fruitful ventures, investments

Stocked cupboards – stocks up in value, full, fulfilled, plenty

Other signs & symbols of plenty

Dowse the best locations for subtle energy boosters

Expand your subtle energy know-how:

Conscious Creator’s Tool Kit
Subtle Energy Super-Boosters to Optimize Your Magnetic Attraction.
Don’t just sit back & wait for the cash to roll in
- Create an action plan and take daily, logical steps to improve your financial situation.
- Expand your skills, knowledge, product line.
- Diversify your sources of income.
- Stay keenly focused on your goal until you achieve it!

When all else fails:
- Find and clear related belief codes
- Clear trapped emotions and acquired goo.
- Eliminate energetic entanglements.
- Upgrade your space clearing skills.

Thank you for participating in this program!

For information on other Senzar seminars and services, visit www.sedonaportal.com